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The Bengali script is also known as Bangla. In Assam, the preferred name of the script is Asamiya or Assamese. The Assamese language has also been written historically using distinct regional scripts known as Kamrupi.

Various signs
0980 ল BENGALI SIGN CANDRABINDU
0982 আ BENGALI SIGN ANUSVARA
0983 এ BENGALI SIGN VISARGA

Independent vowels
0985 এ BENGALI LETTER A
0986 এ BENGALI LETTER AA
0987 ঐ BENGALI LETTER AI
0988 আ BENGALI LETTER YA
0989 আ BENGALI LETTER YA
098A আ BENGALI LETTER RA
098B আ BENGALI LETTER UU
098C আ BENGALI LETTER U
098D <reserved>
098E <reserved>
098F আ BENGALI LETTER E
0990 আ BENGALI LETTER AI
0991 <reserved>
0992 <reserved>
0993 আ BENGALI LETTER O
0994 আ BENGALI LETTER AU

Consonants
0995 ক BENGALI LETTER KA
0996 খ BENGALI LETTER KHA
0997 গ BENGALI LETTER GA
0998 ঘ BENGALI LETTER GHA
0999 ঙ BENGALI LETTER NGA
099A চ BENGALI LETTER CA
099B ছ BENGALI LETTER CHA
099C জ BENGALI LETTER JA
099D ঝ BENGALI LETTER JHA
099E ঞ BENGALI LETTER NYA
099F ট BENGALI LETTER TTA
09A0 ঠ BENGALI LETTER TTHA
09A1 ড BENGALI LETTER DDA
09A2 ঢ BENGALI LETTER DDHA
09A3 ণ BENGALI LETTER NNA
09A4 ত BENGALI LETTER TA
09A5 থ BENGALI LETTER THA
09A6 দ BENGALI LETTER DA
09A7 ধ BENGALI LETTER DHA
09A8 ন BENGALI LETTER NA
09A9 <reserved>
09AA প BENGALI LETTER PA
09AB ফ BENGALI LETTER PHA
09AC ব BENGALI LETTER BA
09AD ভ BENGALI LETTER BHA
09AE ম BENGALI LETTER MA
09AF য BENGALI LETTER YA
09B0 র BENGALI LETTER RA
09B1 <reserved>
09B2 ল BENGALI LETTER LA
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For viram punctuation, use the generic Indic 0964 and 0965. Note that these punctuation marks are referred to as dahi and double dahi in Bangla.

DIGITS

添加剂 for Assamese

Currency signs

Historic symbols for fractional values

Sign

Historic currency sign

Signs